We Are Verigy
Verigy designs, manufactures, sells, and services advanced analysis tools, test systems and solutions for the world’s leading semiconductor companies. Building upon our proud heritage – the roots of Hewlett-Packard Company and the strengths of Agilent Technologies – we work closely with our customers to transform the way new products are brought to market. Verigy’s global headquarters is located in Singapore with U.S. headquarters in Cupertino, California. Sales offices and development centers are located throughout the world.

We Are Innovative
Verigy believes in the power of innovation. From smart phones and wireless entertainment to next-generation personal computers and media players, our customers’ products connect our global community and transform the way we live, work and play. Verigy’s semiconductor test solutions are what help make them possible. Our combined innovations deliver brilliant results!

We are inventing the super computers that will put the world’s future computer chips to the test!

We Are Green
Verigy is committed to operating our business in an environmentally sustainable manner by focusing on products, suppliers and citizenship. We contribute to a healthier and cleaner environment by reducing or eliminating the use of hazardous and banned materials in our products. Not only do our scalable platforms evolve to meet changing test requirements, they are designed to use less energy and materials.

Our customers create advanced technology that transforms our world

Our talented team of engineers and researchers leads the industry with award-winning innovations that enable our test platforms to meet market demands head on. We focus our R&D innovations on future-ready, scalable platforms for the SoC and memory markets.

Verigy Labs is ramping up a small research team in Singapore. The Labs legacy is rooted in the famous HP Labs heritage of innovation. Our Labs organization is at the forefront of understanding the latest technologies as well as developing breakthrough business and technology opportunities for Verigy. In the near term, we are sponsoring 2 PhD students in NTU. If you are interested in joining Verigy Labs in Singapore, please contact Paul Lau, Verigy Country Manager, at +65 6215 5989 or HO Duan Juat, Associate Professor, +65 6790-5409.

Verigy, The Brilliance of Innovation
www.verigy.com